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Spinal Cord Medicine, Second Edition Issues in Genitourinary Medicine / 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book
that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Impotence Research. The editors have built
Issues in Genitourinary Medicine: 2013 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect
the information about Impotence Research in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well
as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Genitourinary Medicine: 2013
Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and
companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the
editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Inside America's Christian Schools
World Studies In Manhood Impossible, Scott Melzer argues that boys’ and men’s bodies and breadwinner status are
the two primary sites for their expression of control. Controlling selves and others, and resisting being dominated and
controlled is most connected to men’s bodies and work. However, no man can live up to these culturally ascendant
ideals of manhood. The strategies men use to manage unmet expectations often prove toxic, not only for men
themselves, but also for other men, women, and society. Melzer strategically explores the lives of four groups of
adult men struggling with contemporary body and breadwinner ideals. These case studies uncover men’s struggles to
achieve and maintain manhood, and redefine what it means to be a man.
Handbook of Cardiac Electrophysiology, Second Edition
World History Teacher with CD Grade 10 4th Edition IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD, ONE BODY OF
POETRY AND MUSIC HAS BEEN VOICED AND LOVED DURING THE PAST THREE HUNDRED YEARS BY MORE
PEOPLE THAN ANY OTHER: BRITISH HYMNS.
Advances in Men's Health Research and Application: 2011 Edition
World History Replete with vital information, the second edition of this authoritative women’s health text provides
graduate nursing students and nurse practitioners with the resources to deliver optimal health to women of all ages.
Edited by a team of highly distinguished clinicians, scholars, and educators, chapters retain a distinctive sociocultural
lens that gives a view of women’s health as it relates to women’s lives and identities. Eighteen new chapters address
clinical primary care topics, genetics, environmental and occupational health promotion, health considerations for
female caregivers, transgender care, urologic health concerns, dementia care, and more. An instructor’s toolkit
includes multiple resources to enhance critical thinking, and case studies engage critical thinking skills to apply the
multidimensional content in context. This uniquely comprehensive resource examines women’s health through a
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variety of clinical practice and theoretical frameworks such as feminism, feminist theory, and globalization. The
second edition retains the important focus on prevention, managing symptoms, and health problems that are unique to
women. Chapters address relevant legal issues, health throughout the life span, nutrition and exercise, sleep
difficulties, mental health, LGBTQ health, fertility, substance abuse, violence against women, and dozens of specific
health disorders. NEW TO THE SECOND EDITION: Updated to include the most current evidence-based, primary
care management guidelines in women’s health Includes 18 new chapters addressing health promotion and symptom
management Provides a robust instructor’s toolkit to foster critical thinking Organized to enhance easy retrieval of
numerous clinical topics Includes theoretical frameworks for women’s health, health promotion and prevention, and
women’s health management Presents brand-new information on genetics, transgender health, endocrine-related
problems, health considerations for caregivers, and dementia care KEY FEATURES: Distills cutting-edge information
on women’s health issues through a sociocultural framework Offers a comprehensive investigation of key topics in
women’s health Edited by renowned scholar/educators for advanced practice nursing students
Christian Home Educators' Curriculum Manual Hormones—Advances in Research and Application: 2012 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Hormones. The
editors have built Hormones—Advances in Research and Application: 2012 Edition on the vast information databases
of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Hormones in this eBook to be deeper than what you can
access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of
Hormones—Advances in Research and Application: 2012 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of
it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now
have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
World History Student Activities Manual Answer Key Since its first publication in 1988, the New Dictionary of
Theology has been widely appreciated by students and readers as a trustworthy and informative guide. After almost
thirty years, however, there are many new writers, issues and themes on the agenda, for theology does not stand
still. Hence, this completely revised second edition includes over 400 new articles in the full set of over 800. Many of
the original articles have been expanded and updated, and almost all have additional bibliographical references. Since
material on biblical theology is now covered at length in IVP's New Dictionary of Biblical Theology, this volume is
therefore more specifically a dictionary of historical and systematic theology. The New Dictionary of Theology:
Historical and Systematic has an international team of contributors, and many are acknowledged experts in their
fields. The Dictionary combines excellence in scholarship with a high standard of clarity and insight into current
theological issues, yet it avoids being unduly technical. Students, teachers and ministers, as well as scholars and
everyone seeking a better understanding of theology, will value it as an indispensable reference work. The volume is
enhanced by a spacious and clear design, an extensive and easy-to-use cross-reference system and bibliographies
which feature the best and most readily available works in English.
Encyclopedia of Religious Controversies in the United States, 2nd Edition [2 volumes] A Doody's Core Title 2012
The thoroughly revised Second Edition of this authoritative reference continues to define the standard of care for the
field of spinal cord medicine. Encompassing all of the diseases and disorders that may a!ect the proper functioning of
the spinal cord or spinal nerves, this comprehensive volume provides a state of the art review of the principles of
care and best practices for restoring function and quality of life to patients with spinal cord injuries. Expert
contributors from multiple disciplines cover topics ranging from acute medical and surgical management of specific
problems to cutting-edge research, bladder, bowel and sexual dysfunction, neurologic and musculoskeletal issues,
advanced rehabilitation techniques and technologies, functional outcomes, and psychosocial care. While
comprehensive in scope, Spinal Cord Medicine offers practical guidance for physicians and other health care
professionals involved in the management of individuals with SCI, multiple sclerosis, and other spinal cord disorders.
The Second Edition has been completely updated to fully reflect current science and practice. Each section has been
re-ordered to better present information and the Second Edition brings in many new authors and topics, more
diagrams, illustrations, and tables to solidify concepts, and contains 18 entirely new chapters. Spinal Cord Medicine:
Principles and Practice, Second Edition, reflects the breadth and depth of this multi-faceted specialty. Involving over
150 authors from more than 20 fields of medicine, it is a trusted reference for anyone who works with spinal cord
patients and strives to deliver superior clinical care and improve outcomes.
Neuropsychology of Cancer and Oncology At the turn of the century, a young man named Frank Weston Sandford,
proclaiming himself the fulfillment of certain Biblical prophecies, founded a movement called Shiloh, its central
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location on a hill in the town of Durham, Maine. The movement's purpose was sweeping and ultimate--to prepare the
world for the Second Coming of Christ and the cataclysmic events which would usher it in. The enactment of this
mission spanned twenty-five years, involving many hundreds of people. Sandford, an appealing and volatile leader,
erected a complex of buildings in Durham, opened stations in major American cities, then set sail on the high seas in a
racing schooner with a select group of followers. Their intention was to circle the globe for Christ. Instead, they
headed for doom. As the movement expanded, so did its dangers. In the court trials that structure the story, Sandford
was finally convicted of manslaughter and sentenced to prison. Shirley Nelson, whose parents grew up in this unusual
society, tells Shiloh's powerful story with understanding and grace. She captures the inner dimensions of an intense
religious culture and deals poignantly with the frightening phenomenon of one personality in control of many others.
New Dictionary of Theology: Historical and Systematic (Second Edition) Frances R.A. Paterson provides a thoughtprovoking and timely study of the contents of textbooks published specifically for private Christian schools. She
draws connections between the textbooks' content and the religious, social, and political agendas of the Religious
Right. The secularization of the public schools has stimulated the rise of Christian schools and home schooling based
on conservative religious and political views. Such schools are a growing force in American education. In some ways,
the emergence of these conservative, religious-political education alternatives mirrors the 19th-century rise of the
common school and diminished influence of church schools. In the 21st century, it is public schools that are in danger
of being disestablished. - Back cover.
Manhood Impossible Print+CourseSmart
Democracy and Intolerance Completely revised and updated, Textbook of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia, Second
Edition provides a state-of-the-art overview of the entire field. The first edition of this breakthrough book was very
well received by urologists around the world and became the standard reference work on the subject of Benign
Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH). With the constant changes and improvements being made in therapeutics and treatment
in general, any book on this important subject needs to be updated frequently. The first edition's original sections
have been expanded and, once again, a team of expert editors and contributors ensure that the material presented
reflects the latest available information.The editorial panel examines all aspects of the disorder, from pathophysiology
to the latest treatments and clinical trials including MTOPS and PREDICT. They explore laser prostatectomy using
the holmium laser and a host of other minimally invasive techniques that are seriously challenging standard
transurethral resection (TUR) as the gold standard intervention for this disease. Building on the foundation of the
first edition, this second edition will continue to be the quintessential resource on BPH.
Aliens and the Antichrist When it was published in 2015, Andrew Hartman’s history of the culture wars was widely
praised for its compelling and even-handed account of the way they developed and came to define American politics
as the twentieth century drew to its close. Receiving nearly as much attention, however, was Hartman’s declaration
that the culture wars were over—and the left had won. In the wake of Trump’s rise, which was driven in large part by
aggressive fanning of those culture war flames, Hartman has brought A War for the Soul of America fully up to date,
detailing the ways in which Trump’s success, while undeniable, represents the last gasp of culture war politics—and
how the reaction he has elicited can show us early signs of the very different politics to come. “As a guide to the late
twentieth-century culture wars, Hartman is unrivalled. . . . Incisive portraits of individual players in the culture wars
dramas. . . . Reading Hartman sometimes feels like debriefing with friends after a raucous night out, an experience
punctuated by laughter, head-scratching, and moments of regret for the excesses involved.”—New Republic
A War for the Soul of America, Second Edition High quality critical care medicine is a crucial component of advanced
health care. Completely revised and updated, Key Topics in Critical Care, Second Edition provides a broad knowledge
base in the major areas of critical care, enabling readers to rapidly acquire an understanding of the principles and
practice of this area of modern clinical medicine. Expanded to include the latest hot topics, the new edition puts an
increased emphasis on recent reviews and contains added references to key landmark papers. Using the trademark
Key Topics style, each topic has been written by an expert in the field and includes a succinct overview of the
subject with references to current publications for further reading. The book provides a framework for candidates of
postgraduate medical examinations such as FRCS, MRCP, and FRCA and a reference that can be consulted in
emergency situations. New topics include: Critical illness polyneuromyopathy End of life care Inotropes and
vasopressors Medical emergency team (outreach critical care) Status epilepticus Venous thromboembolism
Being Feared This second edition of a bestseller provides a practical, user-friendly manual guiding the theory and
practice of cardiac electrophysiolology. The handbook provides the specialist in training with a thorough grounding
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procedures, and clinical findings for clinicians. It provides a review of the main kinds of arrhythmia with illustrations
of typical ECG findings supported where appropriate by correlative imaging. It also details the principal diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures include implantation of pacemakers, resynchronization therapy, and ablation techniques.
Student Activities in World History for Christian Schools Ignorance, or the study of ignorance, is having a moment.
Ignorance plays a powerful role in shaping public opinion, channeling our politics, and even directing scholarly
research. The first collection of essays to grapple with the historical interplay between education and ignorance,
Miseducation finds ignorance—and its social production through na vet , passivity, and active agency—at the center
of many pivotal historical developments. Ignorance allowed Americans to maintain the institution of slavery, Nazis to
promote ideas of race that fomented genocide in the 1930s, and tobacco companies to downplay the dangers of
cigarettes. Today, ignorance enables some to deny the fossil record and others to ignore climate science. A. J. Angulo
brings together seventeen experts from across the scholarly spectrum to explore how intentional ignorance seeps
into formal education. Each chapter identifies education as a critical site for advancing our still-limited understanding
of what exactly ignorance is, where it comes from, and how it is diffused, maintained, and regulated in society.
Miseducation also challenges the notion that schools are, ideally, unimpeachable sites of knowledge production,
access, and equity. By investigating how laws, myths, national aspirations, and global relations have recast and, at
times, distorted the key purposes of education, this pathbreaking book sheds light on the role of ignorance in shaping
ideas, public opinion, and policy.
Cracking the CSET (California Subject Examinations for Teachers), 2nd Edition In the evangelical community, a
variety of alternative mental health treatments—deliverance/exorcism, biblical counseling, reparative therapy and
many others—have been proposed for the treatment of mentally ill, female and LGBT evangelicals. This book traces
the history of these methods, focusing on the major proponents of each therapeutic system while also examining
mainstream evangelical psychology. The author concludes that in the majority of cases mental disorders are blamed
on two main issues—sin and demonic possession/oppression—and that as a result some communities have become a
mental health underclass who are ill-served or oppressed by both alternative and mainstream evangelical therapeutic
systems. He argues that the only recourse left for mentally ill, female and LGBT evangelicals is to rally for reform
and increased accountability for both professional and alternative evangelical practitioners.
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2000 This book provides a thorough introduction to historical and contemporary
issues in American religion, tackling controversial hot-button topics such as abortion, Intelligent Design, and
Scientology. • Approximately 500 entries written by more than 60 contributors • Primary documents that provide
firsthand accounts of issues and events
Women's Health Care in Advanced Practice Nursing, Second Edition Issues in Genitourinary Medicine / 2011 Edition
is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Genitourinary
Medicine. The editors have built Issues in Genitourinary Medicine: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases of
ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Genitourinary Medicine in this eBook to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of
Issues in Genitourinary Medicine: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is
written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have
a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
The Failure of Evangelical Mental Health Care A revised second edition of our test prep guide to help teachers score
higher on the California educators' certification exam, updated to reflect recent changes to the CSET and now
including bonus CSET: Writing Skills online material. Techniques That Actually Work. • Essential tactics to work
smarter, not harder • Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically • Targeted guidance for multiple-choice and
constructed-response questions Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. • Essential review of
CSET: Multiple Subjects content, including reading, language, and literature; history and social science; science and
math; and physical education, human development, and the performing arts • Sample questions with step-by-step
guidance • Key Terms lists and bulleted summaries for every chapter • PLUS! Free online access to 3 Writing
Skills practice tests plus bonus Writing help Practice Your Way to Perfection. • 3 full-length CSET practice tests
available online • End-of-chapter practice drills for all test subjects • Detailed answer explanations for all practice
questions
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World History with Student Activities "Reviews, goal setting, what to teach, learning styles, how to teach, planning
and record keeping, resource addresses"--Cover.
Textbook of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia, Second Edition Thoroughly updated and featuring 75 new entries, this
monumental four-volume work illuminates past and present events associated with civil rights and civil liberties in the
United States. • Offers 686 alphabetically arranged entries, ranging from thoroughly updated entries from the first
edition to 75 new entries that cover dramatic changes in civil rights and liberties in the last decade • Covers the
latest events and controversies surrounding civil liberties issues in America • Fully explores the scope and
limitations of Constitutional rights, a perennially hot topic in American politics and society • Includes primary
documents with contextual headnotes to enhance understanding of the full importance of the featured document •
Provides sources for further reading with each entry to help users engage in additional research
Fair, Clear, and Terrible, Second Edition Proceedings of the Sixth International Symposium on Genital Integrity:
Safeguarding Fundamental Human Rights in the 21st Century, held December 7-9, 2000, in Sydney, Australia.
World History This teacher's guide accompanies BJU Press' sold-separatelyBJU World History Student Text, 4th
Edition. Reduced-size reproductions of the student pages are surrounded by lesson notes that include background
information, objectives, section quiz answers, links to online or CD-ROM resources, and other helpful information.
Unit introductions gives teachers an overview, chapter goals, a lesson plan chart with page numbers, suggested
materials, and bulletin board ideas. The included Teacher's Toolkit CD provides maps, charts and diagrams, drawings
and photographs, original source documents, and other resources. CD System requirements are: Pentium IV
processor, 256 MB RAM, 1024 x 768 display size, Windows XP or Mac OS Leopard (10.5) OS. Two volumes, soft
front-covers and hard back-covers, spiralbound. 596 pages total in both volumes. 4th Edition. Grade 10. This
resource is also known as the Bob Jones World History Teacher's Edition, Grade 10, 4th Edition.
World History for Christian Schools A riveting, prophetic Bible commentary, Aliens and the Antichrist: Unveiling the
End Times Deception highlights more than seven hundred scriptures that document the existence, relevance, and
significance of extraterrestrial life. While uncovering the enigma of alien life, author John Milor reveals several
compelling facts about the history behind the upcoming Armageddon. Discussions include:
The fall of Lucifer and
his angelic kingdom that existed on Earth before Adam and Eve
The rapture of the church
The rise and fall of
the Antichrist
The second coming of Christ and the millennial reign of Christ
The Nephilim, human/angel hybrids
of Genesis Chapter Six and their relationship with the Antichrist
The realms of heaven and hell
The origin of
dinosaurs, Cro-Magnon man, and Neanderthals
Civilizations on Mars and elsewhere in the universe
Other topics
touched upon include the existence of Atlantis; ghosts; artificial intelligence; psychic abilities; astral projection; and
more The Earth is the setting for the conclusion of an ancient war amid countless beings of unfathomable power-a
war that has spanned across eons, galaxies, and dimensions. For those interested in receiving the full revelation from
the Bible about extraterrestrial beings, where they come from, why they come, and what they want, Aliens and the
Antichrist is for you.
Abide with Me Management strategies are framed within a multidisciplinary team structure and as such a range of
specialists ranging from psychologists, specialist nurses, gynaecologists and urologists author the chapters. There
are some novel methods outlined by the authors with their clinical application and utility described in detail, along with
exhaustive research on epidemiology, which is particularly relevant in planning for the future.
Key Topics in Critical Care, Second Edition Advances in Men's Health Research and Application: 2011 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Men's Health. The
editors have built Advances in Men's Health Research and Application: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases
of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Men's Health in this eBook to be deeper than what you can
access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Advances
in Men's Health Research and Application: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of
it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now
have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Issues in Genitourinary Medicine: 2011 Edition
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El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005 While spreading the gospel around the world through his signature crusades,
internationally renowned evangelist Billy Graham maintained a visible and controversial presence in his native South,
a region that underwent substantial political and economic change in the latter half of the twentieth century. In this
period Graham was alternately a desegregating crusader in Alabama, Sunbelt booster in Atlanta, regional apologist in
the national press, and southern strategist in the Nixon administration. Billy Graham and the Rise of the Republican
South considers the critical but underappreciated role of the noted evangelist in the creation of the modern American
South. The region experienced two significant related shifts away from its status as what observers and critics called
the "Solid South": the end of legalized Jim Crow and the end of Democratic Party dominance. Author Steven P. Miller
treats Graham as a serious actor and a powerful symbol in this transition—an evangelist first and foremost, but also a
profoundly political figure. In his roles as the nation's most visible evangelist, adviser to political leaders, and a
regional spokesperson, Graham influenced many of the developments that drove celebrants and detractors alike to
place the South at the vanguard of political, religious, and cultural trends. He forged a path on which white southern
moderates could retreat from Jim Crow, while his evangelical critique of white supremacy portended the emergence
of "color blind" rhetoric within mainstream conservatism. Through his involvement in the Eisenhower and Nixon
administrations, as well as his deep social ties in the South, the evangelist influenced the decades-long process of
political realignment. Graham's public life sheds new light on recent southern history in all of its ambiguities, and his
social and political ethics complicate conventional understandings of evangelical Christianity in postwar America.
Miller's book seeks to reintroduce a familiar figure to the narrative of southern history and, in the process, examine
the political and social transitions constitutive of the modern South.
Understanding Circumcision This book presents an alternative approach to understanding fear and crime by
examining those who are feared or who cause fear to others, as opposed to those who are fearful of crime. The
existing research into the fearful and the fear of crime offers little insight into this particular experience and so this
book represents a missing link in our understanding of how fear of crime is understood by all of those that experience
it. It draws on some powerful interviews with juveniles, police officers, soldiers, muscular gym-goers and
bouncers/doormen who can be interpreted as being feared. This book focuses on the perceptions, emotions and
ensuing actions of those who are perceived as a threat to security by others. It provides an in-depth analysis of the
perception of fear in interactions, how this is recognised within an encounter, how these perceptions are attributed
and reacted upon, how these experiences relate to particular situations, and how they are structured in ongoing life
experiences. It suggests 'pillars' of fear.
Presidential Campaigns, Slogans, Issues, and Platforms: The Complete Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition [3 volumes] The
book provides a comprehensive discussion of the major issues and events surrounding all American presidential
elections, from the earliest years of the Republic through the campaign of 2008.
Encyclopedia of American Civil Rights and Liberties: Revised and Expanded Edition, 2nd Edition [4 volumes] Das
Therapie-Handbuch Onkologie informiert Sie bersichtlich und komprimiert ber alle praxisrelevanten
Therapieformen und Behandlungsstrategien, die Sie kennen sollten. Praktische, pr gnante Handlungsanweisungen
f r den Arzt in der Praxis Evidenzbasierte Empfehlungsgrade bersichtliche Algorithmen und Tabellen zur Therapie
Didaktisch einpr gsame Aufbereitung der Inhalte, in der die wichtigsten Fakten komprimiert wiedergegeben werden
Verst ndliche Darstellung organbezogener und fach bergreifender Therapieans tze Das Therapie-Handbuch
Onkologie und H matologie ist in folgende Bereiche geteilt Allgemeine Onkologie Onkologische Therapieverfahren
Supportivtherapie Spezielle Onkologie H matologische Neoplasien Kopf-, Hals- und thorakale Tumoren
Gastroinstestinale Tumoren Urogenitale Tumoren Gyn kologische Tumoren Tumoren endokriner Organe
Hauttumoren Sarkome Tumoren des ZNS Weitere Tumoren Das Buch richtet sich an: Haus rzt*innen
(Allgemeinmedizin/Innere Medizin Weiterbildungsassistent*innen Allgemeinmedizin, Innere Medizin
Issues in Genitourinary Medicine: 2013 Edition
Hormones—Advances in Research and Application: 2012 Edition
Urinary Incontinence
Billy Graham and the Rise of the Republican South Written with the goal of stirring the interest and imagination of the
students who will read it, the World Studies (4th ed.) student text provides a chronological narrative of world history
that should reveal the hand of God at work in the nations, beginning with the birth of the Church, the rise of Islam, and
a survey of nations around the world from 1,000 A.D. to the present. Carefully chosen photos, maps, art, and margin
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boxes enhance the student's learning experience and spark interest for further study. - Publisher.
Therapie-Handbuch - Onkologie Und H matologie World History, 4th edition, recounts the story of mankind from
creation to the present. Students examine ancient civilizations through the Greeks to the Roman Empire. Then they
survey India, Asia, and Africa on their way to the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the Reformation, upon which
modern history is founded. They are challenged to discover the forces, issues, people, and movements that have
shaped our modern world. God's providence and Bible integration are given prominence as the students are taught to
view the world through a Christian lens. - Publisher.
Miseducation
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